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Paper: objectives

• The emerging of China as an economic powerhouse has
raised questions about the country capacity to challenge
the U.S. position as a hegemonic power both in regional
and global terms.

• I look in this paper to confront the arguments of soft-
power, used by liberal internationalists to describe
China’s clout and the arguments of hard-power, used
equally by defensive and offensive realists to qualify
China’s ascent to a Global Power Status.



Method
• I use various declarations of Chinese leaders to point out

that there was a notorious change of orientation in China’s
Foreign Policy from the one that was carry out by Jiang
Zemin and Hu Jintao;

• That shift has been implemented by President Xi Jinping
since he was selected to power- in November 2012 - and
has several dimensions, either under a foreign policy or a
individual level of analysis (Henry Nau, Perspectives on
International Relations, CQ Press, 2009)



Method
•By individual level of analysis I mean

that political events are
presumptuously caused by the action
of individual leaders and the
immediate circle of decision makers
within a particular country.
•By foreign policy level of analysis I

imply that the foreign policy officials
actively participate in the decision-
making process, influencing the



 



China’s Foreign Policy
• Deng Xiao Ping orientation for China’s foreign policy (1978-

2012):
• “Guiding principle of twenty-four characters,” which is based on

six central recommendations:
1) Observe world events with a calm mind;
2) Stand firmly;
3) Confront difficulties with confidence;
4) Keep a low profile (TAO GUANG YANGHUI);
5) Never assume a leadership role;
6) Take action.

• This principle is presented in many of Deng’s speeches in the late 1980s and
early 1990s.



Maintain a Low Profile
• Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao conducted China’s foreign

policy according with that principle:
• It was followed in China’s accession to the WTO;
• It was used in the bilateral relations with the United States

and Europe;
• It was reflected in China’s decline to be part of any formal

alliance or be a member of an association that could
restrict its regional profile (ASEAN)

• That approach has been modified by Xi Jinping
since the CCP Congress in November 2012.

 



 

 



XI Jinping profile
• Xi is a princeling, a child of the Communist Party elite;
• Xi’s father (Xi Zhongxun) was Vice-Premier  and later Vice-

Chairman of the National People's Congress;

• Xi was close to the Army elite because of his father connections;

• During the years before we was designed as CCP Secretary
General, Xi was attentive of the East China Sea Dispute;

•  In 2012 was designated leader of a task force that study the East
China Sea issue;

• Xi Jinping embrace the views of the traditional ‘strategical’ school of
Chinese international relations that saw national power as a
combination of economic, political, military and cultural state power
that need to be projected to neighbors to guarantee China’s
defense.  

 



XI Jinping profile
• As member of the CCP Politburo in a meeting in the

summer of 2012, Xi advanced two ideas:
• China need to maintain good relations with neighbors;
• China has to become a maritime strong Power.

• China needs to act as a responsible world power
but at the same time prepare itself  for a bitter
future.

• Xi Jinping adopted a double discourse:
• Internationally to praise for peace, good neighborhood,

cooperation, restriction;
• Domestically, to give strength to nationalists and Army

hawks and to propagate the idea of a CHINA DREAM;



Xi Jinping international
approach

• Xi Jinping speech in Berlin (27.03.2014) (College
of Europe, Brussels)
• China will never seek hegemony or expansion in the

Asia-Pacific Region;
• China has pursued a firm policy of Peace;
• We will not provoke trouble ourselves but we do not

fear trouble by others;
• When it comes to our sovereignty and territorial

integrity we will safeguard our interests.



Report of China State Council
• 2013 China’s Defense White Paper (16.04.2013)

• Xi Jinping tasked the role of the PLA with two missions
and established one strategic objective:

• China must have a strong military to win a potential
conflict with its enemies;

• PLA must prevent a crisis from escalating into a full-
scale armed conflict;

• National Defense and Military Reform are important
parts of the overall reform.



China’s geostrategic position
Japan

ALLIES OF THE U.S.

Maritime route to the Indic Ocean

North Korea

Countries with nuclear warheads



CHINESE DREAM
• A rejuvenated nation - includes:

• Dream of a Strong Nation;

• Dream of a Strong Army;

• China’s Defence Budget 2104 - benchmarks
• 126 billion US dollars compared with 612 billion for the

United States;

• Increase of Defence Budget by 12% in 2104 – is the
bigger increase since 2011 (12,7%);



 

 



Source: Adapted from RAND National Corporation, www.rand.org



Defence Policy
1. Modernization of the People’s Liberation Army - armament,

personal training;
2. Autonomization of Navy and Air Force from the Army

Command;
3. A New National Security Commission was created early

2014 with the aim of co-ordenating the Army, the security
services and domestic issues with security impact;

(headed by Xi Jinping; deputy heads- Premier Li Keqiang and Zhang Dejiang
(Chairman of the Standing Committee of National People’s Congress)

- Announcement of a new Joint Operational Command Structure;



Source:
www.hindustantimes.com

China is becoming an
important regional

power in all dimension
of power



China vs U.S.
1) China is the biggest Asian power, followed by Japan,

South Korea, Indonesia and the Philippines (all them
allies of the U.S.);

2) China is, nevertheless, far away to become a
worldwide power with equivalent capacities of the U.S.;

3) Economic trap: to be an economic giant is not the same
as being a Global Power.

WHY? Because the competition in the 21st Century would
be about the projection of national hard-power… return to
the logic of the Westphalian Order.



Military balance between China and the United States
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Military balance between the United States and China
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Rank of countries by Global Fire Power



THE ASYMETRIC
CHALLENGE 

 

 



Asymmetric Threat
• The asymmetry in the distribution of power incentives the

use of force to disrupt the principal adversary;
• There was no chance to defeat a greatly superior enemy

directly, but there is an opportunity to create fear and threat
uncertainty through:
• New information technology;
• Alliance with the adversary enemies;
• Woo the adversary’ friends;
• Use the element of surprise.



East-
China
Sea
Dispute
with
Japan



China’s
territorial
disputes

Points of pressure



 

• Nine-doted line or nine-
dash line refers to the
demarcation line used by
the governments of PRC
and Taiwan for their
island claims of the South
China Sea.  



US reaction to China’s moves
1. Renewal of US traditional alliances;
2. Reinforcement of military bases in the Pacific
Region;
3. Joint Naval exercises with China’s Navy;
4. Political Dialogue.
 




